TASTING NOTES
Many of the beers at this year's festival are
unfined. Unfined beers do not contain any
added cask finings and therefore may be
naturally hazy. The taste is not affected.

Bristol Beer Factory - Bristol
8. Seven

Amber 4.0%

Amber best bitter with toffee malt flavours from
Maris Otter, balanced by traditional English
Fuggles hops which gives a smooth bitterness
and aroma.

9. Milk Stout

Arbor - Bristol
1. Why Kick a Moo Cow Pale 5.5%
New Zealand pale ale, brewed with a large
quantity of Southern Cross and Rakau hops
added in the copper and dry hopped with
Pacific Gem and Pacific Jade.

10. Twelve Apostles
2. The Devil Made Me Brew It.
Stout 5.5%
A full bodied stout, dry hopped with Citra,
Mosaic, Bravo and Simcoe.

Bexley - Bexley
3. Five Arches

Golden 3.8%

A Golden Pale Ale, brewed for summer using
UK Sovereign hops, which give a low bitterness
with a refreshing, traditional fruity hop finish.

Porter 5.5%

This Porter combines oats, black, chocolate &
crystal malts to produce a dark rich ale with a
sweet roasted, vanilla aroma and a chocolate,
coffee flavour. Odo of Bayeux was the half
brother of William the Conqueror and at one
time lived near to the brewery on his Howbury
Estate.

Brew Buddies - Swanley (Kent)
5. Cascade Sybilla PA03 APA 4.3%
Pale and Vienna malts provide a light, slightly
malty base, whilst copious amounts of Cascade
and Sybilla hops provide a citrussy floral flavour
and aroma

6. Wokka

Pale 4.8%

A simple grain bill of pale and Vienna malt allow
the big resinous and tropical flavours of
American Chinook and Mosaic hops to shine.

7. Beckenham Banging Brown
American Brown 4.8%
This is a collaboration brew between Bromley
CAMRA and Brew Buddies and has been
brewed especially for this festival. It's a 4.8%
hoppy American Brown Beer.

Pale 5.0%

Brewed to showcase a trio of Australian hops.
Galaxy giving citrus & passion fruit, Ella
bringing anise & floral aromas and Enigma
redcurrant and melon. A clean base of extra
pale malts let the hop aromas jump out of the
glass.

Brockley - SE London
11. Summer **

Pale 4.2%

This beer is brewed in the style of "koelsch" - a
delicate pale brew which is a speciality of
Cologne, Germany.

12. Red Ale
4. Odo's Oat Porter

Stout 4.5%

The original Bristol Milk Stout with smooth
chocolatey sweetness and balancing coffee
bitterness with hints of dark fruits. This award
winning national champion stout is a beautifully
creamy, full-bodied stout.

Red 4.8%

European malts and American hops are used to
create a balanced mid-Atlantic brew, rich in
flavour with a deep reddish tone and a bold dry
finish.

13. IPA

IPA 5.2%

This IPA is medium-bodied, balanced with El
Dorado, Cascade and Bravo hops, giving a hint
of tropical fruit.

Brodie's - Leyton
14. Old Street Pale

Pale 5.0%

The brewery's flagship cask pale ale. Huge
amounts of citra hops are added to a pale malt
base to produce a flavour of tropical mango.

15. Super Sexy Spacetime
IPA 5.0%
Heavy use of mosaic hops leads to a pale
hoppy ale with tropical flavours.

16 DIPA

IPA 9.0%

We took an insane amount of Mosaic & Citra
(the most hops we’ve ever added to any beer)
and combined them with a simple pale malted
barley base and then sat back in awe, wow,
wow, wow, this beer is a tropical island in a
glass, insane in flavour and aroma but so
drinkable despite the ABV. Very Limited Stock

Clouded Minds - Banbury
17. Hazel Nutter

Brown 5.0%

American Brown Ale brewed with Italian
hazelnuts. The flavour is nutty and chocolaty.
Well balanced and smooth

Crate - East London
18. Golden

Golden 3.8%

A bright golden session ale with a crisp hop
finish from this increasingly well known microbrewery based near the Olympic Stadium.

Dark Star - Sussex
19. Hophead

Pale 3.8%

Clean-drinking pale ale with a strong floral
aroma and elderflower notes from the Cascade
hops.

East London Brewing
20. Cowcatcher

APA 4.8%

Named after the grille at the front of the old US
steam trains, this is an American Pale Ale,
generously hopped and full bodied. Refreshing
and a great summer beer.

21. Quadrant

Stout 5.8%

Quadrant Oatmeal Stout is an elegantly smooth
stout with a silky mouthfeel, rich dark fruit
flavour and hints of coffee.

Fyne Ales - Argyll (Scotland)
22. Jarl

Pale 3.8%

Light and golden colour with a strong citrus and
hop aroma. Citrus and grassy hop flavours
dominate the palate with a light and refreshing
dry finish. This is the current Champion Beer
of Scotland.

Gun - Sussex
23. Zamzama

IPA 6.5%

A rounded malt body meets an avalanche of
hops. Mango, lychee, grapefruit. This beer is
unfined, so may have a natural haze.
It is
suitable for vegans.

Siren - Berkshire
24. Half Mast

Golden 2.8%

A Quarter IPA, QIPA if you will. Heavily
hopped but with low bitterness this beer
pops with notes of mango and grapefruit
and is the perfect summer Beer.

East London Brewery
25. Orchid

Mild 3.6%

Orchid, is a dark mild, spiced with vanilla. Sight
mahogany, hints of vanilla.

Howling Hops - East London
26. Pale Ale

APA 3.8%

Unfined and therefore naturally hazy, this
American Pale Ale is well hopped, quite earthy
but also a little sweetness leading into a dry
finish.

One Mile End - East London
27. Tinker's Cuss

IPA 5.2%

Brewed with 25% rye malt, tons of US hops
and finished with Cambodian Kampot
peppercorns! A citrusy IPA with dry, peppered
finish.

Saltaire - West Yorkshire
28. Elderflower Blond

Pale 4.0%

An easy-drinking, smooth, golden-coloured ale
with subtle elderflower aroma leading to a
pleasant elderflower fruit taste and a long
refreshing finish.

29. Cascade Pale Ale

Pale 4.8%

An American-style pale ale with the good
bitterness, piney, resinous aromas and the
citrus and grapefruit flavours of the Cascade
and Centennial hop. A popular regular at this
festival.

Siren - Berkshire
30. Yu Lu

Speciality/Pale 3.6%

Yu Lu is an intricate beer with layers of flavour
that remain distinctive, yet work in harmony.
The name alludes to the mystical history of the
humble tea leaf, which delivers subtle bergamot
orange and lemon notes here, accentuated by
the addition of lemon zest.

31. Undercurrent

Pale 4.5%

A pale ale with spicy, grassy aromas and a
taste of grapefruit and apricot. Undercurrent is
part pale, part oats and part caramel barley.
balanced by Cascade and Palisade hops.

32. Liquid Mistress

Pale 4.5%

A 5.8% west coast red IPA: burnt raisins and
crackers balanced by citrus. Biscuit and burnt
raisin malt base, with added peach and
grapefruit spark.

Southey - Penge (Bromley)
Southey is currently the only commercial
brewer in the Bromley CAMRA branch area.

33. Mild
3.2%

Mild

Southey Mild is made using the age-old
brewing technique of parti-gyling. A single Mash
produces the strong wort for the Oatmeal Stout,
and the second runnings provide a very low
abv small batch beer, that is blended back with
some Oatmeal stout to make the Mild. The
result is pitch black with flavours of dark
chocolate and coffee and a body that belies its
ABV.

34. Stout

Stout 5.5%

A classic oatmeal stout, made with a blend of 3
dark grains in the mash lending classic, roast
dark chocolate flavours blended with oatmeal
for creamy smoothness. De-bittered black malt
is added during the sparging process to lend an
edge of espresso coffee and dark chocolate.
Kent Goldings hops provided rounded bittering
and aroma for a smooth, full flavoured and
slightly sweet finish.

Thornbridge - Derbyshire
35. Otter's Tears **

APA 6.0%

A beautifully flavoured and well-hopped APA
from a Peak District brewery who have gained
national fame for their Jaipur IPA. Here's a
chance to see whether the APA is as good.

Titanic - Staffordshire
36. Cappuccino Stout

4.5%

This classic beer combines the original dry
Titanic Stout which made the brewery famous
with the flavours of warm, enveloping smooth
cappuccino. Another stout from this brewery
was voted our "beer of the festival" last year.

Twickenham
37. Summer Sun

Pale 4.4%

Very pale and hoppy beer.
Wheat malts
combine with the aromatic Citra and Delta hops
to make a very bright and refreshing beer.

38. Gothick Dark

Five Points – East London
39. Railway Porter

Mild 4.6%

A strong, dark mild brewed using pale crystal
and two types of chocolate malt. Full-bodied
and malty but with a dryish, chocolatey edge.
Inspired by Strawberry Hill House, the “Little
Gothick Castle”, not so far from the brewery.

4.8%

A Porter in the classic London style with our
own twist. Aromas of chocolate and coffee with
hints of caramel, brewed with British East Kent
Goldings hops.

VIP - Northumberland
40. Village Gossip

Pale 3.3%

A lower abv, but what it lacks in volume it
makes up for in taste and flavour. Well hopped
blonde beer with Willamette, Simcoe and
Cascade to make a beautiful floral, citrus and
spicy finish.

41. Alnwick IPA

IPA 4.5%

A traditional India Pale Ale with an appealing
hoppy aroma of bitter oranges to start followed
by a big hoppy taste packed with bitter resins. It
is nicely balanced, with j enough sweetness to
counter robust hops. Dry and very hoppy to
finish.

Volden - Croydon
42. Session Ale

Bitter 3.8%

This beer has an earthy richness with hints of
syrup and toasted grain. Voldens is the house
brewery for Antic pubs, of which there are two
in Bromley - the Goldsmiths Arms in Penge and
the Railway Tavern opposite Bromley North
station.

Westerham – Kent
43. Summer Perle

Golden 3.8%

This golden ale is hopped with Kent First Gold,
Yakima Valley Cascade from the USA and
Hallertauer Perle hops from Germany which
impart a citrus, spicy and floral finish to this
summer ale. Originally a seasonal beer, the
beer has proved so popular that it is now
brewed all round the year.

44. Single Hop (Flyer) Golden 4.0%
This is one of a range of “single hop” beers
that Westerham brew throughout the year.
Flyer is a rare English hop with unusual aromas.
Favours are of stone fruit, liquorice, toffee and
citrus with a spicy, resinous bitterness.

Westerham – Kent
45. Single Hop (Endeavour)
Golden 4.5%
Another from the “single hop” range.
Endeavour is a new citrusy hedgerow hop that
is creating a lot of interest. It is a cross
between Cascade and a hedgerow hop.
Complex blackcurrant, loganberry and spice
notes with a grapefruit and lime flavour.

46. Audit Ale

Strong Ale 6.2%

A strong ale, brewed to the 1938 strength and
using the same ingredients as the original best
selling bottled beer of the Black Eagle Brewery.
At the 2nd SIBA South East of England beer
festival the beer took the Gold Medal in the
strong ales category. Since then Audit Ale has
gone on to win a range of regional and national
awards including SIBA Supreme Champion
Cask Beer two years in a row.

Wild Beer - Somerset
47. Bibble

Pale 4.2%

Brewed with Vienna Malt and Oats, and using
Mosaic hops, renowned for their tropical fruit
beauty, helped along with some nice orangey
Amarillo hops both at the end of the boil and in
the dry hop. It is unfined, so naturally hazy. A
moreish bitterness is complemented by tropical
fruit tastiness. Any West Country visitors today,
will know that to "bibble" means to drink
regularly. A session beer in other words.

Wylam - Somerset
48. Jakehead

IPA 6.3%

Rich, bright and amber/bronze with lots of
American hop aroma. Distinctly bittersweet on
the palate with a massive hop complexity
fashioned deep within the IPA tradition.

Please remember to vote for your beer of
the festival on the form provided.

